Terms & Conditions:
1. The above posts are purely temporary basis and the appointment will co-terminus with the scheme and on year to year extension basis in which the post is provided (the post equivalent to Technical Officer in GKMS scheme).
2. The annual increment along with service extension will be granted based on review of annual performance.
3. No Medical/Pension/LTC/Career Advancement/Provident Fund/Transport allowance is permitted under this scheme.
4. If the performance of the selected candidate is not found satisfactory, then his/her services will be terminated without prior notice even before the period for which he/she engaged by the competent authority.
5. The appointees shall have not right to claim for their absorption or regularization in Punjab Agricultural University or other institute under ICAR. The appointees shall have to furnish an undertaking of the same at the time of joining.
6. Criteria for selection will be based on academic performance (as per eligibility criteria), experience and interview.
7. Age relaxation as per Punjab Govt. rules.